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From Hipparcos to Gaia
•

The the first space astrometry mission
was the Hipparcos satellite launched by
ESA in 1989. It surveyed ~118,000
bright stars with 1-2 mas (yr-1)
accuracy.

•

The catalogue (positions, parallaxes
and proper motions) was, until recently,
the main source of fundamental data
for stars in the Solar neighbourhood.

•

Gaia is 100 times more accurate and is
surveying ~1,700,000,000 objects
across the galaxy.

Fig. 10. Map of the parallax errors in iteration 1. The iterative astrometric solution starts off with spatially correlated errors in the astrometric
parameters, generated as described in the text. These (initial) parallax
errors have amplitudes of a few tens of mas. The number at the topright corner of this (and subsequent) maps is the maximum value of the
displayed range in µas.

How Does Gaia
From HipparcosWork?
to Gaia
Table 1. Characteristics of the simulated input data and demonstration
solution.
Quantity

Fig. 9. All-sky projections of (from top to bottom) the total stellar density in the input data to the demonstration solution, the number of AL
observations per source, and the resulting spatial density of AL observations. These and all subsequent sky maps use the Hammer–Aitoff equalarea projection in equatorial coordinates, with α running from −180◦ to
+180◦ right to left. Top: The simulated sky contains some 2 million single stars covering the Gaia magnitude range 6 ≤ G ≤ 20. The density
ranges from less than 1 deg−2 around the galactic poles to a maximum of
about 4800 deg−2 near the galactic centre in the bottom-right quadrant
of the map. Middle: The number of along-scan observations per source
reflects the scanning law of Gaia, which is roughly symmetric around
the ecliptic plane and gives an over-abundance of observations at ecliptic latitudes ±45◦ . Bottom: The combination of the source density and
the scanning law gives the displayed density of along-scan observations.

Value

Duration of science mission
5.0 yr
Number of sources
2 256 222
Number of along-scan (AL) observations
1.625 × 109
Number of across-scan (AC) observations
1.805 × 108
Standard uncertainty per AL / AC observation (representative):
G ≤ 13
92 µas / 520 µas
The
spin
axis
shifts
some
G = 15
230 µas by
/ 1350
µas 17◦ relative to the
300
L. Lindeg
◦ from the Sun.
G = 17
590 µas / 4000
stars while maintaining
45µas
G = 18
960 µas / 7600 µas
G = 19
1600 µas / 16000 µas
G = 20
2900 µas / 38000 µas
(1 FoV)
Number of astrometric parameters
1.128 × 107
Number of attitude spline knots
6.575 × 105
Number of attitude parameters
2.630 × 106
Number of calibration parameters
7 812
Number of global parameters
1

7.2. Demonstration solution
7.2.1. Data simulation and model assumptions

Since the start of the development in early 2006, AGIS has
been tested continuously using simulated datasets of varying
complexity and size generated by the Gaia System Simulator
(Masana et al. 2005) created by DPAC’s dedicated coordination unit for Data Simulations (CU2; Mignard et al. 2008; Luri
The optimum number of data trains in a run is a complex & Babusiaux 2011). In the following we present the results of
of the spin
axis
takes using
63 days
a test
solution
5 years of simulated astrometric observatrade-off between the available number ofPrecession
CPUs and memory,
usable network bandwidth (more trains create more inter-CPU tions for about 2 million well-behaved (single) stars with a re-

Science Cases
To improve on Gaia there are three main scientific topics:

•

Add NIR astrometry and photometry to probe
obscured regions of the Galaxy and allow us to
observe intrinsically red objects.

Volume increase at the same accuracy

•

A new mission, combined with common stars
from Gaia, at a 20 yr time interval would give
PMs 14-20 times better & parallaxes √2 times
better, opening many new science cases.

Proper Motion: 143-203 = 2744-8000

•

The slowly degrading accuracy of the Gaia
optical reference frame and catalogue needs to
be reset. The RF can be expanded into the NIR.

Parallax: (√2)3 = 2.8

What will GaiaNIR Observe?
Left: Star count ratio between GaiaNIR and Gaia (G-band limit of 20.7th mag) gives 5 times
more stars, especially in the disk for a H-band limit of 20th mag and 6 times more stars for a
K-band limit of 20th mag. This implies about 10 or 12 billion sources for H or K-band cutoffs.
Right: Corresponding H-band number densities.
The star count ratio is uncertain due the extinction model used (older models a ratio of 3).
This uncertainty is a key science case in itself that cannot be resolved by Gaia alone.
GaiaNIR is not simply an increment on Gaia but will create an astrometric revolution in itself
through it’s 3 main science cases!

1. NIR Astrometry
•

Dusty Bulge/bar region is dynamically important:
- E.g. radial migration, bar perturbations of the bulge
affecting DM density profile, etc.

•
•
•
•

Unveil the inner disk which is not well known.

•
•

Study internal & bulk dynamics of young clusters.

Probe DM in the thin disc and spiral arms?
Vastly improve measurements of rotation curve.
Map in detail the dusty spiral arms for 1st time astrometry for 100’s of millions of objects.
Many other science cases: brown dwarfs, Mdwarfs, cool white dwarfs, free floating planets,
PL relations of red Mira’s, etc.
All of this for up to ~8 billion stars!

2. Improved Accuracy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improved PMs allow sub-structure in streams, dwarf galaxies and the Halo to be resolved.
Better estimates of Galaxy mass and help resolve the cusped/flat dark matter Halo problem?
Internal dynamics of local group galaxies, dwarf spheroids, globular clusters, LMC & SMC.
Map the DM sub-structure in the local group.
PMs of hyper-velocity stars to trace their origin and constrain triaxial models.
Exoplanet & binary detectable period is 30 - 40 yr with Gaia + GaiaNIR (Saturn P=29 yr).
Solar System orbits for >100,000 objects - greatly improved if based on 2 missions.

All of this for up to ~2 billion stars!

3. RF & Catalogue Ageing
•

The RF degrades slowly (RF spin accurate to < 0.5 𝜇as yr-1) but other systematic PMs
patterns will show up, e.g. Galactic-centric acceleration of ~4.3 𝜇as yr-1.

•

The positional accuracy of the catalogue will degrade due to PM errors - requiring a new
mission to update the catalogue.

•

A strong science case is to expand the Gaia RF to the NIR increasing its density in
obscured regions for use in future observational astronomy.

•

Spin offs such as PM patterns and GW constraints are improved due to to better PMs
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Degradation of the astrometric accuracy of the individual sources in the Gaia catalogue (left pane) and of the common solution using 10 years of Gaia and 10 years of GaiaNIR data (right pane), Image S. Klioner.

New Detectors
GaiaNIR Focal Plane

All-sky NIR astrometry needs new types of detectors:

•
•

Both visible & NIR needed.

•

The challenge is how to scaled to them large format arrays
at affordable prices?
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For ASTRO-2020 four types of new technology have been identified:

•

A hybrid solution with HgCdTe bump bonded to Si CCD - can electrons
transfer without noise?

•

Ge detectors sensitive to 1600 nm - very new and must scale further to
large format detectors?

•

MKID with high time resolution and TDI signal processing technology require active cooling?

•

HgCdTe e-APDs with TDI signal processing technology - scaled to large
format arrays?
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Status
•

In 2016 ESA announced a call for new and innovative
science ideas for future space missions.

•

26 proposals were received and 3 were selected for
further study - including NIR global astrometry.

•

In late 2017 ESA Concurrent Design Facility (CDF)
study of our proposal - results published in 2018.

•

In 2019 a science and a technical white paper
submitted to ASTRO-2020 for a US-EU collaboration.

•
•

A Voyage 2050 science case white paper.

•

ESA are currently inviting tenders for large format
NIR detector technology development.

•

GaiaNIR is an opportunity for ESA to take the lead in
NIR detector technology!

International partners expressing interest - US, Japan
& Australia.

GaiaNIR is an off-axis f=35m Korsch similar to Gaia, but differs in:
Mirror surfaces are simple conics to simplify manufacturing.
Entrance pupil is at a flat folding mirror in front of the primary instead of
on the primary mirror itself.

